Nucleosomal stability and dynamics vary significantly when viewed by internal versus terminal labels.
Nucleosomes are a major impediment to regulatory factor activities and therefore to the operation of genomic processes in eukaryotes. One suggested mechanism for overcoming in vivo nucleosomal repression is factor-mediated removal of H2A/H2B from nucleosomes. Using nucleosomes labeled internally with FRET fluorophores, we previously observed significant, DNA sequence-dependent variation in stability and dynamics under conditions (subnanomolar concentrations) reported to produce H2A/H2B release from nucleosomes. Here, the same analytical approaches are repeated using 5S and MMTV-B nucleosomes containing FRET labels that monitor the terminal regions. The results show that stability and dynamics vary significantly within the nucleosome; terminally labeled constructs report significantly reduced stability and enhanced DNA dynamics compared to internally labeled constructs. The data also strongly support previous suggestions (1) that subnanomolar concentrations cause H2A/H2B release from nucleosomes, including the 5S, and (2) that stabilities in the internal regions of 5S and two promoter-derived nucleosomes (MMTV-B, GAL10) differ. Sequence-dependent nucleosome stability/dynamics differences could produce inherent variations in the accessibility of histone-associated DNA in vivo. Such intrinsic variation could also provide a mechanism for producing enhanced effects on specific nucleosomes by processes affecting large chromatin regions, thus facilitating the localized targeting of alterations to nucleosomes on crucial regulatory sequences. The results demonstrate clearly the importance of studying physiologically relevant nucleosomes.